Introduction
[2] Numerous investigations have evaluated oceanicatmospheric variability and continental U.S. hydrologic (e.g., streamflow, precipitation and snowpack) response [Hunter et al., 2006; Tootle et al., 2005; Rogers and Coleman, 2003; McCabe and Dettinger, 2002; Enfield et al., 2001; Cayan et al., 1999; Gershunov, 1998; Kahya and Dracup, 1993; Cayan and Webb, 1992; Cayan and Peterson, 1989] with the possible goal of using climatic variables as a predictor [Soukup et al., 2009; Grantz et al., 2005; Tootle and Piechota, 2004] . These studies show strong subcontinental impacts linked to particular phases (e.g., cold or warm) of Pacific Ocean climate variability (e.g., El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO)). Therefore, the current research will concentrate on Pacific Ocean variability precisely because the mechanistic links to western North American snowpack are better understood than those with Atlantic and/or Indian Ocean variability. Additionally, in the western United States, the primary source of water for municipal, agricultural and hydropower use is snowpack. This is primarily attributed to precipitation occurring in the form of snowfall and, in the western United States, snowfall accounts for approximately 50 to 70% of total annual precipitation [Clark et al., 2001] .
[3] A previous study applied multivariate and correlation statistical techniques to western U.S. snowpack data, attempting to identify Pacific Ocean climatic variability in snowpack (snow water equivalent or SWE). McCabe and Dettinger [2002] applied Principal Components Analysis (PCA) to 1 April SWE for 323 western U.S. stations. The two primary modes (components) accounted for 61% of the total snowpack variability in the western United States. Interestingly, the first mode of snowpack variability closely represented the PDO while the second mode represented both PDO and ENSO. However, when utilizing correlation analysis, neither an ENSO or PDO signal was identified in Upper Colorado River Basin (UCRB) (Utah and Colorado) snowpack [McCabe and Dettinger, 2002] . Given that ENSO and PDO are not the primary Pacific Ocean climatic drivers of UCRB (Utah and Colorado) snowpack, the motivation of the current research is to identify what Pacific Ocean climatic variability is associated with UCRB (Utah and Colorado) snowpack variability. To investigate this, Pacific Ocean sea surface temperatures (SSTs) are selected and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is applied.
[4] SVD is a powerful technique that Bretherton et al. [1992] concluded was simple to use and preferable for general use, while Wallace et al. [1992] found SVD isolates the most important modes of variability. SVD has been utilized to evaluate SST and hydrologic variability [Tootle et al., 2008; Tootle and Piechota, 2006; Shabbar and Skinner, 2004; Rodriguez-Fonseca and de Castro, 2002; Rajagopalan et al., 2000; Wang and Ting, 2000; Giannini et al., 2000; Enfield and Alfaro, 1999; Uvo et al., 1998 ]. While several of these studies investigated SST and hydrologic variability (e.g., Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI), precipitation, streamflow) in the United States and Canada, this research is a comprehensive (e.g., three predictor periods and three predictand periods) and first-time investigation of Pacific Ocean SSTs and western U.S. snowpack. While PCA is very useful in data reduction when working with one spatial-temporal field, the SVD approach used in this analysis has the advantage of evaluating the cross-covariance matrix of two spatial-temporal fields to identify regions of similar behavior. Additionally, the use of SVD with SSTs and SWE does not limit the investigator to predefined (e.g., ENSO, PDO) regions of climate variability and the resulting SWE response to phases (e.g., warm or cold) of these climate signals. Therefore, the contributions of the current research are (1) the development of a new data set of western U.S. snowpack (SWE) for 1 March, 1 April, and 1 May; (2) a comprehensive (i.e., three predictor periods and three predictands) first-time analysis of Pacific Ocean SST and western U.S. snowpack variability; (3) the identification of the Pacific Ocean SST regions that influence western U.S. snowpack; and (4) the verification of these Pacific Ocean SST regions of influence in an alternate hydrologic variable (e.g., UCRB streamflow).
Data and Methodology
[5] Historic 1 March, 1 April, and 1 May SWE data were obtained from the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) website (http://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/snotel/) for snow measurement stations in the western United States. A tradeoff between the period of record length (temporal dimension) and the number of snowpack stations (spatial dimension) resulted in 291 (1 March), 323 (1 April) and 216 (1 May) snowpack stations being identified with a period of record 1961 to 2006 (46 years) (Figure 1) . Each of the snowpack stations used in the current research had complete records and the 1 April SWE data set has been used in previous research efforts [Hunter et al., 2006] . Both the temporal (46 years) and spatial (number of stations) dimensions were consistent with previously published studies utilizing SVD with SSTs and hydrologic variables [Tootle et al., 2008; Tootle and Piechota, 2006; Uvo et al., 1998 ].
[6] Pacific Ocean SST data were obtained from the National Climatic Data Center website (http://www.cdc. noaa.gov/cdc/data.noaa.erSST.html) [Smith and Reynolds, 2002] . This data set consists of monthly average values at a resolution of 2°by 2°and ranges from latitude 20°south to 60°north and 120°east to 80°west. This resulted in 2,792 active Pacific Ocean SST cells. Average Pacific Ocean SSTs were calculated for three different 6 month windows (January-June or JFMAMJ, April-September or AMJJAS, and July-December or JASOND) preceding each snow season. This resulted in lead times varying from 2 months to 10 months. For both the Pacific Ocean SSTs and SWE data sets, anomalies, defined as the deviation of the seasonal mean from the long time average, were calculated and then standardized. These standardized anomalies of the data sets were used in this study. Thus, the detrending was based on the least squares fit of a straight line to the data sets and subtracting the resulting function from the data. Detrending the SST and snowpack data removes any trends in the data sets that may bias the analysis and mask the underlying variability.
[7] Two of the applicable predefined data sets representing oceanic-atmospheric climatic phenomena are the Niño 3.4 index (ENSO) and the PDO index. The average monthly values for the climatic indices (Niño 3.4 and PDO) were averaged for each of the 6 month (e.g., JFMAMJ, AMJJAS, JASOND) predictor periods. The Niño 3.4 [Trenberth, 1997] SST region is located along the equatorial Pacific Ocean (5°S-5°N, 170°-120°W). Monthly index Nino 3.4 data were obtained from the NOAA ESRL Physical Sciences Division (http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/Pressure/Timeseries/Nino34/). The Niño 3.4 index was used since it is an overall repre- sentation of ENSO. The PDO is a oceanic/atmospheric phenomenon associated with persistent, bimodal climate patterns in the northern Pacific Ocean (poleward of 20°north) that oscillate with a characteristic period on the order of 50 years (a particular phase of the PDO will typically persist for about 25 years) [Mantua et al., 1997; Mantua and Hare, 2002] . PDO Index [Mantua et al., 1997; Hare and Mantua, 2000] values were obtained from the Joint Institute for the Study of the Atmosphere and Ocean, University of Washington (http://tao.atmos.washington.edu/pdo/).
[8] SVD is a powerful statistical tool for identifying coupled relationships between two, spatial-temporal fields. While Bretherton et al. [1992] provide a detailed discussion of the theory of SVD, a brief description of SVD as applied in this study, is provided. Initially, a matrix of standardized SST anomalies and a matrix of standardized SWE anomalies were developed. Please note that an individual SST anomaly matrix is developed for each predictor period (one matrix each for JFMAMJ, AMJJAS and JASOND Pacific Ocean SSTs) and an individual SWE anomaly matrix is developed for each predictand (one matrix each for 1 March, 1 April and 1 May SWE). This results in the development of three predictor (SST) matrices and three predictand (SWE) matrices. The time dimension of each matrix (i.e., 46 years) must be equal while the spatial component (i.e., the number of SST cells and the number of SWE stations) can vary in dimension. The cross-covariance matrix was then computed for the two spatiotemporal matrices and SVD was applied to the cross-covariance matrix and "teleconnection" information regarding the relationship between the two was obtained. A total of nine cross-covariance matrices resulted, representing all combinations of the three predictors (SSTs) and three predictands (SWE).
[9] The resulting SVD of each cross-covariance matrix created two matrices of singular vectors and one matrix of singular values. The singular values were ordered such that the first singular value (first mode) was greater than the second singular value and so on. Bretherton et al. [1992] defines the squared covariance fraction (SCF) as a useful measurement for comparing the relative importance of modes in the decomposition. Each singular value was squared and divided by the sum of all the squared singular values to produce a fraction (or percentage) of squared covariance for each mode. In applying SVD, the SCF is somewhat analogous to the percent of explained variance (by components) when applying PCA.
[10] Finally, the two matrices of singular vectors were examined, generally referred to as the left (i.e., SST) matrix and the right (i.e., SWE) matrix. The first column of the left matrix (first mode) was projected onto the standardized SST anomalies matrix and the first column of the right matrix (first mode) was projected onto the standardized SWE anomalies matrix. This resulted in the first temporal expansion series (TES) of the left and right fields, respectively. The left heterogeneous correlation field (for the first mode) was determined by correlating the SST values of the left matrix with first temporal expansion series of the right field and the right heterogeneous correlation field (for the first mode) was determined by correlating the SWE values of the right matrix with the first temporal expansion series of the left field. The left temporal expansion series have a physical meaning since they represent SST variability that may not already be included in existing SST indices and could represent a new index of SST variability. This procedure is then repeated for the second and third modes. While a 90% level of significance was used in previous research efforts [Tootle et al., 2008] , a threshold value of 95% significance was established for the current research, and maps displaying significant correlation values for SWE regions and Pacific Ocean SSTs regions are provided.
[11] While SVD is a powerful tool for the statistical analysis of two spatiotemporal fields, there exist several limitations to its use that should be investigated [Newman and Sardeshmukh, 1995] . However, if the leading (first, second, third) modes explain a significant amount of the variance of the two fields, then SVD can be applied to determine the strength of the coupled variability present [Newman and Sardeshmukh, 1995] .
Results
[12] The use of three Pacific Ocean SST predictor periods (JFMAMJ, AMJJAS and JASOND) and three SWE predictands (1 March, 1 April and 1 May) resulted in square covariance fractions ranging from 42% to 78% for the first mode; 8% to 31% for the second mode; and 4% to 14% for the third mode (Figure 2 ). In the resulting nine individual analyses, the leading (first, second and third) modes explained, together, a minimum of 82% to a maximum of 92% of the variance. Thus, SVD can be used in the analysis [after Newman and Sardeshmukh, 1995] Finally, an additional analysis was performed such that the Pacific Ocean SST data were weighted by the square root of cosine of latitude to account for spatial variations of the grid cells. Similar to the work of Wallace et al. [1992] , the results did not show any noticeable differences.
3.1. SVD First Mode: Pacific Ocean SSTs (JFMAMJ, AMJJAS, JASOND) and Western U.S. 1 April SWE
[13] First, a distinct Pacific Ocean equatorial SST pattern (e.g., ENSO) was observed and this pattern appears to intensify as the lead time between the SST period and the SWE date reduces (Figure 3 ). This ENSO-like pattern was verified through the use of correlation analysis. The SVD SST first TES for all three predictor seasons (JFMAMJ, AMJJAS and JASOND) and 1 April snowpack were correlated with the seasonal average Niño 3.4 index for the corresponding (matching) SST season. The magnitude of the correlation values ranged from 0.81 to 0.93, which is evident in the plot of the first TES and the Niño 3.4 (and PDO) indices (Figure 3) . Thus, the ENSO signal was present and identified (verified) in the observed Pacific Ocean SST spatial patterns. A similar correlation analysis was performed with the seasonal average of PDO for the corresponding (matching) predictor season. The magnitude of the correlation values ranged from 0.54 to 0.65. On the basis of the correlation analysis, the ENSO signal appears to have a stronger relationship (higher correlation values) than the PDO signal in western U.S. snowpack, for the stations identified as being significant in the first mode.
[14] Also, more important is the relationship the SST pattern exhibits with western U.S. snowpack. As previously discussed, while negative and positive regions are displayed for both Pacific Ocean SSTs and SWE stations, it is important to understand that the signs (+/−) of the correlation values represent how the Pacific Ocean SST regions interact with the western U.S. SWE stations. Pacific Ocean SST regions and SWE stations that exhibit the same color (sign) have a positive relationship and behave similarly. As such increased (decreased) Pacific Oceans SSTs result in increased (decreased) SWE. However, if the signs are opposite for the Pacific Ocean SST regions and SWE stations, they will behave in an opposite manner (i.e., increased (decreased) Pacific Oceans SSTs result in decreased (increased) SWE).
[15] Interestingly, a distinct ENSO-like SWE response was identified in western U.S. snowpack such that a warming (cooling) of equatorial SSTs results in a decrease (increase) in Pacific Northwest snowpack. While SWE stations are limited in the southwestern United States, a similar ENSO-like pattern was observed such that a warming (cooling) of equatorial SSTs results in an increase (decrease) in Southwest snowpack.
[16] However, most notable is that a consistent pattern of nonsignificant UCRB (Utah and Colorado) snowpack stations were identified. Therefore, it appears that ENSO (and PDO) are not the primary Pacific Ocean climatic drivers of snowpack in this region. In an attempt to identify the Pacific Ocean climatic drivers of snowpack in this region, the results of the SVD second mode were examined.
SVD Second Mode: Pacific Ocean SSTs (JFMAMJ, AMJJAS, JASOND) and Western U.S. 1 April SWE
[17] First, a distinct SST pattern was observed in the western Pacific Ocean (east of Japan) and no "ENSO-like" or "PDO-like" SST patterns were identified. Next, the "missing" SWE region (i.e., UCRB; Utah and Colorado) of SWE stations (from the SVD first mode) was identified as significant in the SVD second mode (Figure 4 ). It appears that an increase (decrease) in SST in this Pacific Ocean region east of Japan results in a decrease (increase) in UCRB SWE. While ENSO (and to some degree, PDO) are recognized as the primary climatic drivers of western U.S. snowpack, the UCRB region (UT and CO) appears to be driven by this SST region. This is also evident in the plot of the second TES and the Niño 3.4 (and PDO) indices, in which lower correlations (when compared to the first TES) are observed (Figure 4 ). Please note, the "switching" of the signs is inherent to SVD, and the importance of the results is the positive/negative relationships between SSTs regions and SWE stations, as displayed by Figure 4 .
[18] To further investigate the Pacific Ocean SST region identified in the second mode, the SVD analysis was performed on a subset of 1 April snowpack stations. Fifty-four (54) 1 April snowpack stations were selected in Colorado and Utah and SVD was performed using the same three predictor periods for Pacific Ocean SSTs. Interestingly, the Figure 4 (second mode) and the previous 54 station snowpack analysis in that a similar Pacific Ocean SST region was identified and all 13 streamflow gages were determined to be significant. Finally, previous research efforts [Uvo et al., 1998; Wang and Ting, 2000; Shabbar and Skinner, 2004; Tootle and Piechota, 2006; Tootle et al., 2008] had large spatial differences between SSTs (i.e., number of cells) and hydrologic variables (i.e., number of gages). To assure the current results were not due to the Pacific Ocean SST field overwhelming the snowpack field, an additional analysis was performed such that the Pacific Ocean SST region (34°N to 24°S and 150°E to 160°W) identified in the second mode (Figure 4 ) was isolated such that only that region was used in SVD with western U.S. snowpack. The intent is to reduce the SST spatial component (i.e., number of cells) such that it is similar in size to the snowpack spatial component (i.e., number of snowpack stations). The results supported the current research efforts in that UCRB (Utah and Colorado snowpack region) was identified in the first mode. This represents an important discovery as confirmed in the following validation analysis.
Validation Analysis
[19] To confirm the results for the current research, which evaluated three, 6 month predictor periods, an additional analysis was performed using four, 3 month predictor periods for the Pacific Ocean SSTs (December-JanuaryFebruary (DJF), March-April-May (MAM), June-July- August (JJA) and September-October-November (SON)). The results of the first mode and the second mode revealed similar spatial patterns for both Pacific Ocean SSTs and snowpack as displayed in the current research.
[20] The Pacific Ocean SST region identified by the SVD second mode extends from approximately 34°N to 24°S and 150°E to 160°W (Figure 4) . A yearly (1960 to 2005), seasonal (JFMAMJ, AMJJAS, JASOND) SST index for this region, analogous to the Niño 3.4 index representing ENSO strength, were created by seasonally averaging all the cells within that region per year. Following the procedure outlined by McCabe and Dettinger [2002] , the three seasonal (JFMAMJ, AMJJAS, JASOND) SST averages for the 34°N to 24°S and 150°E to 160°W spatial region were correlated with 1 April SWE. This results in three maps ( Figure 5 ) that display correlations exceeding the 95% confidence level. The results are very similar to Figure 4 in that the UCRB SWE stations are identified as being significant while northwestern and southwestern U.S. SWE stations are not significant. Additionally, the SWE stations identified as being significant are negatively correlated with the SST region, thus verifying the results from the SVD analysis that an increase (decrease) in SST temperatures in this region results in a decrease (increase) in UCRB SWE. The resulting correlation analysis ( Figure 5 ) displays significant SWE stations that were not identified as significant by McCabe and Dettinger [2002] , who used (only) ENSO and PDO indices.
[21] As performed by Watson et al. [2009] , spectral analysis [Torrence and Compo, 1998 ] reveals that the first TES displays a higher-frequency signal (approximately 4 to 6 years) while the second TES does not display a similar higher-frequency signal (Figure 6 ). The higher-frequency signal in the first TES is most likely associated with ENSO. A visual comparison of the spectral analysis of the first TES 
Discussion and Conclusions
[22] A thorough (three predictor periods, three predictands, two modes) investigation of Pacific Ocean SSTs and western U.S. snowpack resulted in the development of a comprehensive SWE data set and the "possible first-time" identification of the primary Pacific Ocean driver of UCRB snowpack. However, has this Pacific Ocean SST pattern been previously observed and perhaps overlooked owing to the focus on ENSO and PDO? Rajagopalan et al. [2000] utilized SVD to evaluate global SSTs and continental U.S. PDSI for several periods including 1963 to 1995 (similar period of record to the current research). While the authors of the current research acknowledge there is considerable more "noise" in the Rajagopalan et al. [2000] analysis (global SSTs instead of Pacific Ocean SSTs and continental U.S. PDSI instead of western U.S. SWE), Rajagopalan et al. [2000] identified a similar spatial Pacific Ocean SST pattern (east of Japan). Also, this SST pattern was equal in strength (correlation significance) to the ENSO-like pattern that was concurrently identified. Thus, it appears that a significant non-ENSO climatic driver, similar to the current research, was identified by Rajagopalan et al. [2000] . Wang and Ting [2000] utilized SVD to evaluate Pacific Ocean SSTs and continental U.S. precipitation from 1951 to 1994. Again, while the authors of the current research recognized the increased "noise" (continental U.S. precipitation instead of western continental U.S. snowpack) of this data set, a similar Pacific Ocean SST pattern (east of Japan) was simultaneously identified with an ENSO-like pattern. Similar to Rajagopalan et al. [2000] , this SST pattern was equal in strength to the ENSO like pattern. Grantz et al. [2005] identified a similar Pacific Ocean SST pattern and no ENSO-like SST pattern when developing predictors for long-lead-time forecasts of the Truckee-Carson River system, located in eastern California and western Nevada, near Lake Tahoe. The physical explanation for this Pacific Ocean SST region that was provided by Grantz et al. [2005] was based on a composite analysis of average SST, wind and 500 mbar pressure patterns, focusing on high-and low-(extreme) streamflow years. Grantz et al. [2005] concluded that the SST patterns in high-and low-streamflow years were a direct response to pressure and winds, resulting in evaporative cooling that results in cooler than normal SSTs in this region. Tootle and Piechota [2006] utilized SVD to evaluate Pacific Ocean SSTs and continental U.S. streamflow for 1951 to 2002. Again, given the increase in data set "noise" (continental U.S. streamflow instead of western continental U.S. snowpack), a similar Pacific Ocean SST pattern (east of Japan) was simultaneously identified with a ENSO-like pattern and, the SST pattern displayed higher strength (correlation significance) than the ENSO-like pattern. Finally, Soukup et al. [2009] extended the work of Grantz et al. [2005] , utilizing SVD (in lieu of correlation techniques) to identify long-lead-time predictors (SSTs) of North Platte River streamflow and identified a similar Pacific Ocean SST pattern. While Grantz et al. [2005] and Soukup et al. [2009] appeared to capture (isolate) this Pacific Ocean SST pattern without a concurrent ENSO-like pattern, the current research represents the first time this pattern has been associated with UCRB (Utah and Colorado) hydrology (both snowpack and streamflow). The ability to isolate this pattern in the work of Grantz et al. [2005] and Soukup et al. [2009] and the current research efforts can most likely be attributed to the loss of "noise" (i.e., smaller spatial regions -Truckee-Carson River System and North Platter River Basin) in the predictand data set. Additionally, these predictand regions tend to be aligned along the 40°North parallel and may reflect the "switching or turning axis" of acknowledged hydrologic response to ENSO.
[23] In particular, the use of SVD on SST fields covering the majority of the Tropical and North Pacific Ocean rather than a predefined SST subregion (e.g., Nino 3.4) eliminates important biases associated with the use of composite climatic indices. An analysis of spatial patterns in the mapped correlation fields (Figure 3 ) provided an independent confirmation of ENSO and PDO-like patterns. However, while McCabe and Dettinger [2002] identified the PDO as the slightly more dominant signal, the current research found ENSO to be slightly more dominant on the basis of correlation analysis. This is most likely due to SVD requiring the use of a defined (seasonal 6 month SST) predictor period. Although the current research evaluates a 46 year period of record, 6 month predictor periods would most likely capture an interannual (high frequency) climate signal (e.g., ENSO) versus and interdecadal (low frequency) climate signal (e.g., PDO). While the current research was limited to evaluating Pacific Ocean SSTs, other climatic variables (e.g., 500 mbar anomalies) may provide additional insight into the physical mechanisms and drivers of UCRB snowpack.
[24] McCabe and Dettinger [2002] , through the use of correlation analysis, showed ENSO and PDO were not identified in UCRB (Utah and Colorado) snowpack. However, owing to the limitation of using climate indices (only), no explanation could be provided as to what Pacific Ocean SST regions drive UCRB snowpack. The current research accomplished this when evaluating the SVD second mode (Figures 4 and 5) . While only 1 April SWE results are provided, for all three predictor and three predictant periods, a consistent Pacific Ocean SST pattern east of Japan was identified. This was further verified in streamflow data from Utah and Colorado. A similar pattern was verified in other research efforts [e.g., Rajagopalan et al., 2000; Wang and Ting, 2000; Grantz et al., 2005; Tootle and Piechota, 2006; Soukup et al., 2009] , but the importance of this Pacific Ocean SST region as a possible driver of UCRB hydrology (both SWE and streamflow) was not advocated in these research efforts.
